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Introduction

● Radiomics and dosiomics try to make predictions on the outcome of 
radiotherapy from the analysis of clinical images

● Several state-of-the-art techniques based on radiomics features: standardized 
formulas to extract numbers from the images. Formulas are made available 
for data-science for example through pyradiomics.  

● The many extracted features are studied with correlation diagrams and 
dendrograms to establish the most
relevant features in the forumlation
of a given problem.

● Neural networks and Boosted
Decision Trees are sometimes used 
in the literature to combine radiomics
features in higher level features with
higher correlation Random dendrogram from Google Images 
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https://pyradiomics.readthedocs.io/en/latest/


Why Deep-Learning? 

Combining standard radiomics features into machine-learned higher level 
variables implies loss of information (see (J. Lao, 2017)). 

This is a well-known problem in image processing,
where Convolutional Neural Networks trained with
thousands of images to distinguish objects outperform
humans. 

CNNs are designed to extract features with 
machine-learned formulas combining “filters” on the 
spatial frequencies of the images, subsampling and 
matrix multiplications.
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28871110


Representation Learning

The big challenge with CNNs is the need of huge samples to train the feature 
extraction. While obtaining images is very cheap, obtain reliable labels (the ideal 
output of the neural network) of those feature is incredibly expensive. 

The revolution for image processing was the semisupervised techniques to 
“pre-train” the neural networks on datasets without labels. 

Encoding CNN Decoding CNN Training 
Dataset

𝜒2 
Loss

function

Extracted
Features
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CNNs for Medical Images

Training requires a huge amount of images “sharing the same conditions”. 

The underlying idea is to factorize out of the features all the information which is common among the 
images which can be encoded in the network structure, rather than in the extracted features. If images are 
different for reasons unrelated to differences in the subject, the extracted feature must encode that 
difference too, wasting predictive power. 

Such large and homogeneous samples are not easy to obtain for clinical images 
(different machines, different hospitals, different clinicians…)

(J. Lao, 2017) reuses the very same networks used for image recognition from the 
web as a starting point to train networks processing the clinical images. 

Doing this they constrain the algorithm to ignore the correlation between two 
different “slices” of the clinical images (web images are 2D, TCs are 3D).
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28871110


1st exercise: learn the features from the 3D TCs

Thanks to the large Database we own, we have the data to attempt a full 
semisupervised approach to the extraction of features from a homogeneous 
dataset. 

The extracted features will be then be combined to other clinical exams to assess 
the improvement in the prediction power obtained from the image analysis. 
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Python & Jupyter to analyse TCs
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Visualization of images with Jupyter

Alignment of 
structures with the TC 
implemented in our 
custom library.

(with some bugs still 
to be fixed…)
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Extraction of radiomics features

To ensure the correctness of the implementation, we computed the features with 
pyradiomics on the images and structures loaded with our custom library and 
proved they are consistent with those obtained with widely used Slice3D Software. 

Features are always 
computed on a given 
structure.

In the table some features 
computed on some structures 
for a given patient. 
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First steps towards a 3D CNN

With a teen of patients we started to build the system to create the neural network 
and pretrain it via the semisupervised approach.

A relatively small model was implemented to:

● load the images and the structures for PTV and DOSE from disk
● compile them in a unique batch of shape (N patients, Nx, Ny, N slices, 3)
● preprocess the batch (scale it into the interval (0,1) )
● define up to 5 gray scale windows to magnify some features
● apply a set of filters, subsampling and matrix multiplications
● define the loss as a simple 𝜒2 of the original image vs. the output of the NN
● train with the Adam Optimizer  
● store the trained model on file

Channels:
image, PTV, dose
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Results 

We compare the image obtained from 
the decoding of the 10 features with the 
original and we can recognize the 
silhouette of the legs and a slight 
increase in the luminosity in the region 
of the bones. 

The network is however fooled when 
we present a patient with a single legs. 

10 features are probably too few to 
spend one on the number of legs since 
most patients have 2. 
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On resources 
A full TC image of a single patient is described by a floating point tensor 
(512 x 512 x 350). 

When applying 5 gray scale windows this becomes (512 x 512 x 350 x 5)

Associating to each point, also the dose and the interpretation of the clinician this 
becomes (512 x 512 x 350 x 7)

Filtering requires to multiply the whole tensor for each weight of the filter. A tiny filter 
can consider (2 x 2 x 2) = 8 voxels, which require a tensor (512 x 512 x 350 x 7 x 8) 
to be allocated. 

To combine different filters (e.g. horizontal and vertical) one needs to allocate a 
different tensor for each output channel (or filter). Using 5 filters requires 
(512 x 512 x 350 x 7 x 8 x 5)

Considering 32bit floating points (4 bytes), this requires 100 GB of RAM to be 
allocated. Anything more (additional or larger filters) results into swapping.
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Conclusion

We have the infrastructure to run simple CNNs on images from TCs combined 
with contours from the clinicians and dose planning.

We have shown that the principle works: using 10 features we are able to 
encode the silhouette of the patient. 

The limiting resource is RAM (~100 GB available on acer-1 are barely sufficient 
for small filters which can not deal with complex correlations in the high 
dimensionality problem we are defining). 

We need to simplify the problem, for example cutting the borders of the image or 
downsampling the image to lower resolution…

A N D   /   O R 

to rewrite the convolution algorithm to be slower, but less RAM greedy.
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